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@SpicyFiIesredux

Bagged. 
Tagged. 
Highlight - on point 
All. Of. It. 
Patten & Government Sentencing Memo 
The letter from is Khahzy ex-wife is adorable 
His 2010 Manas Interview  
I’m done being nice...the media needs to get it together  

Sam Patten (Sentencing April 12th)
UPDATE BELOW and at the bottom of this voluminous entry    In what appears to
be Twitter acting like Twitter, I discovered that the last tweeet on the supporting
document thread magically disappeared…

https://maddogpac.com/blogs/spicy-files/sam-patten-sentencing-april-12th

So to start with it’s NOT my fault no one else knows the Patriot Legal (slush) fund

that I knew Patten was... 

 

Patriot Legal Expense & Trust Update
  Patriot Legal Expense Fund and Trust  In early 2018 the beltway was buzzing. If
you don’t live or work here it’s somewhat hard to describe. What I can tell you there
were a lot of whispers and lo…
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https://maddogpac.com/blogs/spicy-files/patriot-legal-expense-trust-2-0

Also not my issue that the media can’t figure out Patten’s role in this nonsense too 

Trust and believe I have receipts 

February 26, 2019 WTF Spicyfiles
Dear Republicans, you guys are so screwed. Like really screwed. Lady justice
awaits you. Andrew Miller Grand Jury Subpoena Appeal DENIED DOJ v TIME
WARNER AT&T Appeal DENIED Kyrgyz Republic $6M i…

https://maddogpac.com/blogs/spicy-files/february-26-wtf-spicyfiles

Seriously 

IF I SAY I HAVE IT...I Foh’sur Do 
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2010 seriously 2010 

Yet now the mainstream media is front facing Patten like he’s some American hero. 

ARE YOU HIGH or INSANE stop gas lighting us 

Kyrgyzstan’s uncertain future looms over fate of U.S. air base
MANAS TRANSIT CENTER, Kyrgyzstan – Taking advantage of an invitation to tour
this small U.S. air base as a friend of a civilian Kyrgyz national who works here,
tobacco producer Ulvgbek Abazgano took…

http://www.spokesman.com/stories/2010/oct/24/kyrgyzstans-uncertain-future-looms-ov…
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Sweet Baby Jesus it took me <40 seconds to find this little unknown 2010 interview

of Patten. 

I AM. NOT. A. REPORTER.  

I AM. NOT. PAID. TO RESEARCH  

Sam Patten Interview On Manas Fuel Scandal

https://www.youtube.com/embed/Jo_qnsh77B8

via @YouTube

@YouTube W Samuel Patten 

Did any of you wonder WHY I use that iteration of his name? 

Seriously TWO FARA #s 6801 (2011) 6207 (2014)  

Do NOT DOX HIM. Doxxing is for LOSERS
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@YouTube Also Patten voted for Clinton...snort
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@YouTube Told ya his Khahzy exWife wrote a letter to the Judge. 

Granted I’m not that smart but I would have red teamed the bleep out of this letter 

I counted 11 lines of further inquiry  

cc @ericgarland you should read his exWife’s letter to the Judge. It’s like the pot of

gold at🌈💩🌈
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@YouTube @ericgarland Do you research because the fact I had to redo my previous

research is just adorable...NYET...
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@YouTube @ericgarland NINE MEETINGS with investigators NINE the filing is

underseal because it would jeopardize  

OTHER CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIONS  

but nope the media is front facing Patten is a Patriot. 

Nope 

Nope 

Nope
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@YouTube @ericgarland And yes I can acknowledge I’ll take the Government’s word

for absolute truth but the notion that Patten is a Boy Scout.  

NOPE 

NOPE 

NOPE 

Even the Government only acknowledges ONE FARA Client, no he had TWO
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@YouTube @ericgarland And just in case you think I’m some partisan hack (okay

maybe just a little) Patten made a $100 donation while he was ROR’d via ActBlue to

Mike Espy. 

By now if you haven’t figured it out I don’t give a 💩if you’re a D, R, I,T...I’ll just give

you the facts.

@YouTube @ericgarland Back to Patten & Klimnik  

What if I told you that the media is trying to sell you that there’s no there -there. 

Go reread Patten’s filing pages 7-10 

This is their DC business Paperwork  

https://mybusiness.dc.gov/api/Download/QuickSearch_GeneratedDocumentNA/?

reft=freeAccess&obj=companyName=Begemot+Ventures+International&pageSize=1

0&pageIndex=1&isChanged=false&Userid=0&SearchType=All-&DisplayType=All-

&KeyType=search&ID=0&RecordCount=1&NoofRecords=0&ABRAID=0&Source=&

Name=&ABRACount=0&BBLCount=0&CBECount=0&CORPCount=1&OPLACount=

0&DOHC t 0&DDOTPSCC t 0&T t lS hLi t &Fi lD t &E d dBbl
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&ExcededOpla=&ExcededCorp=&ExcededAbra=&ExcededCbp=&ExcededDoh=&Ex

cededDdotpsc=&ExcededCount=0&ExcededRegulatoryEntities=&CompanyName=B

egemot+Ventures+International&FirstName=&LicenseName=&LastName=&FilterK

eyword=

@YouTube @ericgarland Then you need to listen to the ONLY known interview with

Konstantin Kilimnik  

Kilimnik1
Radio Free Europe / Radio Liberty broadcasts in 28 languages. Most of our
programs are available on FM and medium-wave frequencies of local radio stations
in the countries of our broadcast area.

https://www.rferl.org/a/29150344.html
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@YouTube @ericgarland Then when you’re done listening to that interview you

should read this  

You’ll need to hit the translate button on your browser but this is one helluva dang

good reporting  

Портрет Константина Килимника
Где теперь живет Килимник, как он заставил американское НКО работать на
Януковича и при чем тут Дерипаска — в новом расследовании «Проекта».

https://www.proekt.media/portrait/2018/08/22/kilimnik-manafort/

@YouTube @ericgarland And then go re-read Kilimnik and Patten’s “business” that

cat & Steganography of their website  

Which is still active  

Begemot Ventures

https://www.begemotventures.com/
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@YouTube @ericgarland And then go back and reread Patten’s “other” website 

Specifically this subsection  

Russia — Office of Sam Patten
Patten headed the International Republican Institute (IRI)’s Moscow office from
2001-2004, and provided technical assistance to a range of political parties and
non-governmental organizations.  

http://officeofsampatten.com/experience/russia
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@YouTube @ericgarland Hey so this isn’t -normal- and by all appearances Twitter

went in to my thread & decided to either hid it or delete this tweet and document. 

It no longer shows up on advanced search, general search or on my thread. 

IT IS A PUBLIC COURT FILING 

 

Thread by @SpicyFiIesredux: "Bagged. Tagged. Highlight - on point Al…
Thread by @SpicyFiIesredux: "Bagged. Tagged. Highlight - on point All. Of. It.
Patten & Government Sentencing Memo The letter from is Khe His 2010 Manas
Interview I’m done being nice...the media …

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1115410048828813312.html
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@YouTube @ericgarland AND LASTLY Patten’s current wife 

I am at a complete loss for words. His current wife works in counterintelligence  

Link to the numerous character letters filed on behalf of Patten 

(PUBLIC COURT FILING TWITTER deleting my tweets) Common Decency Act my

fanny 

https://www.courtlistener.com/recap/gov.uscourts.dcd.199752/gov.uscourts.dcd.19

9752.37.1.pdf
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@YouTube @ericgarland HERE’s WHY this matters: 

1) Sam married Laura in 2013 

2) Laura most likely has a TS/SCI clearance 

3) did Mrs Patten # 2 properly inform the FBI about ALL contacts (re SF86 spouse 7

YEARS) 

4) 2016 she claims both were poisoned  

Come on MSM please do your job�
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@YouTube @ericgarland Get it? 

No really get it? 

You should also read the other “character reference letters” in document 37-1 

There’s some serious “say what” moments
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@YouTube @ericgarland She as in Laura Patten was a Senior FBI

Counterintelligence Officer assigned to the Tranational Crime Unit. 

She was/is an antiquities money laundering unit 

https://law.case.edu/Lectures-Events/EventId/386/e/the-art-market-and-money-

laundering-a-symposium-12-oct-2018

@YouTube @ericgarland “FBI has an art theft team, established in 2004. 

16 investigators around the country..over 850 art pieces worth more than $134

million. 

 

Laura Patten, an FBI art crime expert, said most victims don’t know they’ve been

conned until years after purchase” 

ONLY ON KOLD: The Art of Deception
Telling the difference between a million-dollar work of art and a knockoff is much
harder thank you'd think.

http://www.kold.com/story/34446814/the-art-of-deception

@YouTube @ericgarland You want to talk about subversion? 

Here Laura Patten states both of them were “poisoned” in Russia during their 2016

“trip”  

That it’s the Government’s fault that they didn’t warn them about Kilimnik...that

neither of them thought Kilimnik was linked to Russian Intelligence
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@YouTube @ericgarland See 2015 article that has multiple quotes from Sam Patten’s

second wife Laura Patten Sr FBI Counterintelligence  

You want to explain to me why the media hasn’t connected the dots here? 

 

From the FBI: Protecting Clients From Theft, Fraud in the Art Market

https://www.wealthmanagement.com/alternative-investments/fbi-protecting-clients-theft…

@YouTube @ericgarland Do NOT dox her...I specifically am NOT tweeting her

twitter account 

But she’s gutted her website 

https://web.archive.org/web/*/http://www.laurapattenstudio.com/

@YouTube @ericgarland That’s a wrap... 

No jail 

3 years probation 

$5K fine 

500 hours community service 

Judge miffed that Govt demurred on citing an actual term of imprisonment. 

 

Marshall Cohen
@MarshallCohen

JUST IN: Political consultant Sam Patten sentenced to 3 years 
probation, per @kpolantz in the courtroom. Patten avoids prison 
because he helped Mueller and other federal investigators, who 
vouched for him before sentencing. Background on the case 
here: cnn.com/2019/04/08/pol…

792 2:43 PM - Apr 12, 2019

Lobbyist provided 'substantial' help to Mueller and other inves…
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• • •

657 people are talking about this

Lobbyist Sam Patten provided "substantial assistance" to special
counsel Robert Mueller and several other ongoing investigations,
cnn.com

@YouTube @ericgarland That’s not really that smart...at all 

erica orden
@eorden

FARA drama: 
 
Sam Patten, the political consultant who pleaded guilty to 
charges that stemmed from Mueller's investigation, confronted 
the head of DOJ’s national security division, John Demers, at a 
forum on Wednesday. via  @davidgshortell   
cnn.com/2019/04/17/pol…

142 1:23 AM - Apr 18, 2019

95 people are talking about this

Political consultant who pleaded guilty to Mueller-related char…
Sam Patten, the political consultant who last week was sentenced to
three years probation on charges that stemmed from Robert Mueller's
cnn.com
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